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MAY

Daily Prayer Diary 
1 May - 31 Jul

For Richard, as he speaks at St John's
Egham

For Phil Good, SOMA's brilliant volunteer,
who helps organise missions, and the staff
team!

For new team members to confidently join
SOMA missions

For God's blessing upon the SOMA UK team 

For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, Becky Harcourt

For those in countries where it is not safe to
profess faith

For our p/t Finance and Operations Officer
Anita, for good health for her and her
family

For the Diocese of South East Asia and
God’s Kingdom growing in South East Asia

For the mission team assembling in
Bradford for the next 10 days, that the Holy
Spirit will equip and embolden them

For SOMA Trustee Jenny Brown
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For the first ever Showcase Day today -
sharing ministry and teaching, and SOMA
Stories in Bradford

For continued fruitfulness for the Bradford
mission team

For opportunities to encourage more
churches to commit to being Parish
Mission Partners; enabling more to be
involved and encouraged in mission,
intercession and giving

For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, Claire Clarke - for refreshment on
her sabattical 

For Richard as he prepares to travel next
month for a meeting with the Global South
Fellowship of Anglicans

With thanksgiving for team member’s
families who release them for mission

For the SOMA message to reach young
adults, through META Youth and others 

For continued relationships with those
dioceses we have visited before

For Richard, as he preaches at an open air
rally in Bradford, after 10 days of mission
there

MAY

Please pray...



MAY
For those being called into church ministry
in the UK to have a heart and passion for
the world-wide church

For Grace McSharry, the Executive Assistant
to the National Director, as she works on
reaching more people with SOMAs
message and building the community of
prayer

For SOMA Trustee Ken Wiebe
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With thanksgiving and blessing for those
who give financially to enable SOMA to
minister in the places less visited and to
assist our invaluable overseas team
members

For the SOMA UK team, for continued
momentum in a busy term

with thanksgiving for God with us in the
work of SOMA

For the team in Tanzania, for safe travels
home today

For bountiful provision that will enable
SOMA to extend its reach

For the international SOMA board as they
meet together, and attend the Global
South Fellowship of Anglicans conference
in Cairo, and for the SOMA mission team
continuing the trip

For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, John Bavington

For the SOMA UK staff team to continue to
feel connected as they work remotely

JUNMAY
For META youth as they complete the last
couple of months of their course, and
prepare for their mission to Rwanda in
August

That God will release team members,
prayer warriors, and finance to SOMA in
abundance

For Kevin Roberts, the chair of the Trustee
Board - for wisdom and insight as he
brings oversight

For shared vision and connection with
SOMA internationally

With thanksgiving for the SOMA
Intercessors who have faithfully prayed for
the charity over many years

For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, Diane Reid

For potential team members taking the
‘leap of faith’ and coming on a mission

For those who have received SOMA
teaching to be able to keep applying it in
their lives and contexts

For Henry Blair and the international team
travelling to Tanzania on mission today,
including many from the UK
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For the Holy Spirit to continue to guide and
support the team in Tanzania

For continued financial provision for the
work of SOMA

For missions opportunities to come
together for the end of the year and 2025,
and teams and team leaders to be raised
up for our many invitations

For National Director, Richard Moy, as he
connects with Bishops, SOMA Team
members, Intercessors and supporters.
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JUN
With thanksgiving for the many registered
team members, their faith and
commitment to travelling to the “places
less visited” as the Lord calls them

with thanksgiving for the lasting impact of
SOMA

For all those God is calling to join SOMA
teams for the first time in 2024

For hearts to be set on fire for mission and
intercession as SOMA shares at churches
up and down the country

For Henry, Missions Coordinator, as he
brings mission trips together and builds
teams

A blessing upon those who lead and teach
META Youth

For opportunities to share the work of
SOMA with churches and individuals,
enabling more to get involved as team
members and intercessors

For Richard, as he speaks at Hope Church
Hounslow
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For continued discernment of the right
places for SOMA missions, especially to the
‘places less visited'

For the SOMA Trustees as they meet for an
overnight gathering

For our partnership with other mission
agencies around the world

For God to specifically call team members
and team leaders to the ‘places less
visited’

For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, Mike Tufnell

For the SOMA Showcase, and the META
connection event for new recruits, both
today in London

For The SEND, at Wembley Arena today, a
huge gathering to activate young adults
into a missional lifestyle

With thanksgiving for all Parish Mission
Partner churches, for their commitment to
sending Team members, prayer and
intercession, and finance for SOMA UK

For SOMA Trustee Wayne Massey

JULJUN
For META Youth leader Stu Wright, for
wisdom, energy, and vision for the next
cohort and development of META Youth

For the team in Egypt, for an outpouring of
the Holy Spirit

For SOMA Trustee Rachel Sanya

With thanksgiving for the clear, continuing,
prophetic call to SOMA to “care for the
nervous system of the body of Christ”

For SOMA Parish Mission Partners St Mary’s,
Marlborough, and St George’s, Preshute

For continued financial provision to enable
SOMA to build a community of prayer that
connects the church worldwide

For protection as SOMA returns from Egypt
today

For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, Jon Kissel

That God will continue to equip brothers
and sisters across the globe for mission,
through SOMAs teaching

For church leaders that SOMA have
ministered amongst in the past, that they
continue to put into practice those things
the Lord taught them
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JUL
For SOMA National Leadership Team
member, Will Pearson Gee

For all those on the META Youth
programme, that they are open to the Holy
Spirit's work in them

For the SOMA International Board, with
thanksgiving for their encouragement and
insight and increasing unity

For mission opportunities to arise in South
East Asia

For God to speak to SOMA about vision for
future missions and partnerships

For the National Directors of SOMA, that
they might work well together and that
God gives everyone a unified vision of the
direction he wants to lead SOMA

With thanksgiving for the lasting
friendships made between delegates and
team members at SOMA missions

For opportunities to encourage more
churches to commit to being Parish
Mission Partners; enabling more to be
involved and encouraged in mission,
intercession and giving
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For all having a chance to gather this
summer at festivals where the church can
be equipped and envisioned, including
New Wine and Focus this week

For META Youth as they recruit new young
people for 2024/25

For Verité, SOMA’s publisher and printer,
their designers Pete and Karen, staff, and
director Chris Powell

With thanksgiving for the many life-
changing moments that have taken place
during SOMA missions

For financial provision that will enable
SOMA to continue its Kingdom work

For the intercessor's network to grow, in
numbers and in their sense of community

JULJUL
For developing new SOMA relationships
between dioceses

For new ways to engage younger
generations, and for key younger team
members to be drawn to SOMA UK

For an awakening of the UK Church and an
outpouring of the Holy Spirit

A prayer of blessing upon Barry Hampson,
stepping down from the Board of Trustees
this summer

For SOMA UK Patron, Bishop David Williams,
thanksgiving for his commitment to the
people and places to which SOMA is called,
and to advocating for SOMA

For Parish Mission Partner St Jude’s
Plymouth, with thanksgiving for their
commitment to sending Team members,
prayer and intercession, and finance for
SOMA

For an awakening of the UK Church and an
outpouring of the Holy Spirit

With thanksgiving for SOMA Intercessors,
for their commitment to listening and
sharing what the Spirit might be saying to
those we have visited and plan to visit
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